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Re: Privacy Release from the Office of Rep. Delgado
From: Charles Lake (considerthis@verizon.net)
To:

liz.buono@mail.house.gov

Date: Wednesday, September 30, 2020, 04:03 PM EDT

Liz Buono
Constituent Services Representative
Office of Congressman Antonio R. Delgado (NY-19)
Liz.buono@mail.house.gov
T: 845-443-2930

As per our conversation on 9/29/2020.
Attached is the Privacy Authorization Form along with the Whistleblower Complaint with attachments that
we talked about.
Parents need a fair system when dealing with Family Courts.
The Federal Government holds Parents accountable through the Deadbeat Parents Punishment Act but, does
not hold State Governments accountable when they do not obey the Federal and their own State LAWS.
This shows a contempt for the Parents Rights, it shows contempt for the United States Constitution which is
constantly being violated by these States.
My Whistleblower Complaint with attachments clearly shows this contempt from 1978 to present day.
States are making Parents criminals with the system that we have now because Parents DO NOT have the
same RIGHTS in Family Court that Criminals have in Criminal Court.
Criminals get Attorneys whether they can afford one or not, Parents do NOT. Yet, in 1952 •May v.
Anderson (73 S. Ct. 840 1952) The United States Supreme Court noted that a parent's right to "the
companionship, care, custody and management of his or her children" is an interest "far more
precious" than any property right. 345 US 528, 533; 73 S. Ct. 840, 843 (1952)
So if our Children are "far more precious" than any property right WHY don't Parents have more Rights
than Criminals?
So HOW does a Parent Fight Legally against a Corrupt State like Connecticut that has been under Federal
Supervision by Federal Task Forces from 1989 to present with NO affect on how Connecticut treats
Parents. See articles page 5 and 6 in Whistleblower Complaint.
2015 “Federal law enforcement officers, struck by what they called the persistent criminal behavior of
government officials in Connecticut, said Wednesday that they have created a multi-agency, federal task
force to fight public corruption in the state.
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“U.S. Attorney Deirdre M. Daly, who announced the task force and whose office will run it, said graft has
become so pervasive in Connecticut that it is ‘discouraging and troubling’ and a ‘persistently present
problem.’ She also questioned the legislature's refusal to provide local prosecutors with effective crime
fighting tools."
Congress needs to act to protect Parents from these States Connecticut is not alone.
I did nothing wrong my first wife became ill with Encephalitis Meningitis and went into a Coma and I
needed Help and the woman that gave Birth to me But did NOT Raise me said she would baby sit and then
with help from the State Stole my Children.
The State on the other hand Violated ALL LAWS from 1978 to the Present and NOW I have to compile
with the Corrupt Family and Support Court Rulings all because I am Poor and cannot afford a $500 an hour
Attorney.
The Federal Government should use the RICO Act to get control over these States like Connecticut instead
of helping these States violate Parents Rights!
The Corrupt State of Connecticut says that I still owe as of January 2020 $15,389.78 for Edna and
$3,143.65 for Cynthia minus what they take from my Social Security Disability and the
$2,400 from
the Stimulus of 2020 see attached. Yes they took my Wife's Stimulus even though she is not the mother of
these children.
I am going to be getting a settlement from a accident. I need this settlement to pay the credit cards I used to
pay for all the Co-payments for all the medical supplies and hospital surgeries and doctors Co-pays.

Now for the other issue we talked about Plastic/Polystyrene.
Here is a release I sent out to several State Representatives that I have been working with (in About 22
States).
The website, Plastic Affects Our Health That Makes Us More Susceptible To COVID-19 has been up-dated
with 44 more Medical Studies totaling about 80 Medical Studies altogether.
These Studies have found other ways Plastic/Polystyrene affect the epidemics like Gastrointestinal
Tract problems, Obesity, Diabetes, Depression, Breast Cancer, Thyroid Problems, and Reproduction
problems in Men, Woman and Children and other Child Data including Autism.
You can now add Dementia and Alzheimer’s Disease along with 3 Studies that talk about Endocrinedisrupting chemicals (these are the chemicals that leach into our food from Plastic/Polystyrene) affecting
the brain in a way that influences sexual selection.
Styrene Health Concerns

Styrene Health Concerns

I thank you for your time.
Please let me know what other direction your office is going to take the Child Support other than HHS.
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Charles Lake

On Tuesday, September 29, 2020, 10:14:49 AM EDT, Buono, Liz <liz.buono@mail.house.gov> wrote:

Thank you for contacting our office to request assistance with a federal agency.
As our office works to address your concerns, please note that although we cannot force an agency to expedite your
case or act in your favor, we can frequently intervene to facilitate the processes involved and encourage full and fair
consideration consistent with applicable law, rules, and regulations.
Our office is unable to offer legal advice or recommend an attorney. The rules of the House do not allow me to
intervene in or influence the outcome of cases that are under the jurisdiction of any court. Finally, our office cannot
intervene in matters under the jurisdiction of local or state governments. Although I cannot guarantee a particular
outcome, I will do my best to help you receive a fair and timely response regarding your problem.
I have included the Privacy Authorization Release Form that you need to complete in order for our office to proceed.
Please fill out the form in its entirety, and sign and date the form. Please contact me directly if you have any
questions.
Our office must receive the following item(s):
- Completed and Signed ‘Privacy Authorization Release Form’
- A detailed history of the problem (including contact information for any individuals and/or organizations you have
previously worked with on this matter)
- Photocopies of any supporting documentation relevant to your case
Once the form is filled out, signed, and dated there a few options to get the form back to our office:
- Scan and email the form to me: liz.buono@mail.house.gov
- Or mail the form to my attention at: Office of Rep. Antonio Delgado, 256 Clinton Ave, Kingston, NY 12401
Please let me know if you have any questions or need additional information.

Liz Buono
Federal Liaison
Office of Congressman Antonio R. Delgado (NY-19)

Liz.buono@mail.house.gov
T: 845-443-2930
Sign up for our newsletter!

Child Support 1_18_2020.pdf
1MB
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CongressmanDelgadoPrivacyForm.pdf
587.7kB
Liz Buono_9_30_2020.pdf
418.3kB
Office of Governor Ned Lamont_All.pdf
2.2MB
PLAW-105publ187.pdf
206.3kB
Stimulus_Web1.pdf
2.5MB
Whistleblower Complaint C1.pdf
372.9kB
Yahoo Mail - Highligthed_Case Authorization and Privacy Release form Attached_All.pdf
1.2MB
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